JINGLE BELLS

IINTRODUCTION

Dah da Da / Dah da Dah        BUSY BUSY STOP ( E no fingers )
Dah da Da / Dah da Dah        BUSY BUSY STOP ( E no fingers )
Dah da Da / Dah da Dah        BUSY BUSY STOP ( E no fingers )
Dah da Da / Dah da Dah        BUSY BUSY STOP ( E no fingers )

VERSE 1
Dashing Through The            BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E no fingers )
In a One Horse Open        BUSY BUST STOP STOP ( 1st finger )
O’er the Fields we            BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( 2nd finger )
Laughing All the Way         BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( 3rd finger )

VERSE 2
Bells on Bob tails           BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E no fingers )
Making Spirits               BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( 1st finger )
What Fun it is to             BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( 2nd finger )
Sleighing song to            BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( 3rd finger )

CHORUS
sea saw quickly to the A string
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )

sea saw quickly to the E string
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )

sea saw quickly to the A string
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )

sea saw quickly to the E string
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )

sea saw quickly to the A string
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )

sea saw quickly to the E string
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
VERSE 1  again  Make a big circle
Dashing Through The snow Pluck ( E no fingers )
In a One Horse Open sleigh Pluck ( 1st finger )
O'er the Fields we go Pluck ( 2nd finger )
Laughing All the way Pluck ( 3rd finger )

VERSE 2
Bells on Bob tails ring Pluck ( E no fingers )
Making Spirits bright Pluck ( 1st finger )
What Fun it is to Pluck ( 2nd finger )
A sleighing song to Pluck ( 3rd finger )

CHORUS
Sea saw quickly to the A string
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )

Sea saw quickly to the E string
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )

Sea saw quickly to the A string
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( A string no fingers )

Sea saw quickly to the E string
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( E string no fingers )
One horse Open ( E E 1 2 )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( 3 fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( 3 fingers )
    BUSY BUSY STOP STOP ( 3 fingers )
STOP hey